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Together,
 we can fix this!



LIFESAVING
PROGRAMS 

By providing high-volume veterinary clinics in targeted, underserved neighborhoods,
staffed by veterinary professionals with expertise and sensitivity, we can reach the goal
of reducing shelter intake and eliminating the euthanasia of healthy animals. SNPLA’s
comprehensive approach to animal welfare consists of five key program areas.

In December 2021, SNPLA achieved the incredible milestone of
250,000 spays and neuters. We could fill a Super Bowl stadium -
three times! - with all of those cats and dogs. The impact of fixing
that many pets in our local community is tremendous. When
SNPLA was founded in 2007, over 15,000 cats and dogs were
euthanized in LA City shelters every single year. As Los Angeles'
largest spay/neuter provider, we take immense pride in helping to
reduce shelter euthanasia in Los Angeles by 86%.
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01 — Accessible Spay and Neuter

21,875
Spay / Neuter

Surgeries

2021



LIFESAVING
PROGRAMS 

Nearly 50% of pets in the U.S. do not receive adequate veterinary
care. Of those families that report challenges accessing care,
approximately 70% say it is due to financial constraints. Without
access to affordable veterinary care, it's possible that hundreds
of local families would be forced to relinquish their pets to
shelters in desperation. SNPLA works to ensure that no animal
suffers from a lack of necessary medical care due to their
family’s financial constraints. Thanks to SNPLA, Los Angeles
families have a safety net for their furry family members in times
of need.

Vaccinating dogs and cats against infectious and life-threatening
diseases is one of the most effective ways to help them live long,
healthy lives. SNPLA provides free and low-cost vaccinations at our
three stationary clinic locations as well as by bringing these
essential services directly to under-served communities via our
SNP Mobile program.
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02 — Low Cost Vaccine Clinics

71,141
Vaccines 

Given

 

03 — Affordable Wellness Care

4,376
Wellness 

Visits 

 

 

2021

SNPLA’s highly trained staff provides outreach and educates
families about the benefits of preventative health care, including
the benefits of microchipping your pets. Microchips help families
find lost pets and also help animal shelters return pets to their
rightful owners. The ability to locate a lost pet’s owner more
efficiently helps prevent shelter overcrowding and reduces stress
levels for all animals in the shelter. 

04 — Animal Welfare Advocacy

11,184
 Microchips 

Inserted

 



LIFESAVING
PROGRAMS 

Neonatal kittens are the single most at-risk group of animals
entering shelters nationwide. Most animal shelters simply can't
provide the kind of around-the-clock care neonatal kittens require.
SNPLA’s Kitten Lifesaving Program works directly with our local
shelter system to immediately rescue these vulnerable babies and
provide them with the urgent and specialized care they need to
survive to an adoptable age. In the past six years, SNPLA has saved
6,000 kittens from euthanasia and helped them find their loving,
forever homes. 
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05 — Kitten Lifesaving Program

610

Kittens 

Saved

2021



WHAT'S NEXT

We are excited to open a new facility to complement our
three stand-alone clinics and mobile clinic in order to
meet the overwhelming demand for SNPLA’s services. 
CAMP SNPLA (Community Animal Medicine Project) will
provide families with the care they need to keep their cats
and dogs healthy and happy throughout their lives.
Projected to serve over 7,500 pets annually, our new
clinic stays true to our foundational model of providing
care in locations where we can have the highest impact.
We are extremely proud to continue to serve the public,
shelter, and rescue communities by providing the highest
quality veterinary care, accessible to all!
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EXPANDING OUR PAWPRINT IN LA COUNTY
San Pedro Animal Care 
and Wellness Clinic
Opening Summer 2022

SNPLA - CHANGING LIVES

So incredibly grateful for this place. Found a

rescue kitty on the interstate someone had

thrown out and everyplace wanted

$800-$1000. They treated my baby so well. I

can't say enough about this place!! thank you

- Stacey W.

Thank you, thank you SNPLA. I lost my job due to

the pandemic and perfect timing my dogs suddenly

had several issues. I am so grateful ... My dogs

were treated and seen at a fraction of the cost.

Not only that it was the best care they have ever

received...They truly care about animals and are

very knowledgeable. Five gold stars!

- Danika V,I absolutely love Dr. Zoe, she's both professional

and kind. I wouldn't take my dogs to anyone else ...

SNPLA has great services at VERY reasonable

prices. The staff here is also great...

- Carolyn R.

Great to find people that actually care about Animals.

What a difference to the other places I've been that ONLY

care about how many things they can charge you for.

- Michael S.



THANK YOU!

Spay Neuter Project of Los Angeles
957 N Gaffey St
Los Angeles, CA 90731
501c3 Nonprofit Tax ID 20-8542566
snpla.org

Best Friends Animal Society
Consumer Portfolio Services, Inc.
Councilman Joe Buscaino
Mary Jo & Hank Greenberg Animal Welfare Foundation
Michelson Found Animals
Pedro Pet Pals
Petco Love Foundation
PetSmart Charities
The Pet Care Foundation
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A heartfelt thanks to the many donors and following major contributors
who have made SNPLA's life-saving programs possible.

http://www.snpla.org/

